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• Acequia is a Spanish word for an 
irrigation canal from the Arabic “As-
saquiyya.”  The root word is “saqa” 
meaning to give water or irrigate.

• The Moors brought their flood 
irrigation technology into Spain and 
from Spain to their colonies in the 
Americas.  Juan de Onate ordered the 
construction of the first Spanish 
acequia in NM. at San Juan/ Pueblo of 
Ohkay Owingeh.  Acequias in NM. 
likely incorporate Roman, Arab, 
Spanish and Pueblo Indian 
technologies.

• Traditionally, acequias are not only 
physical but also social entities and 
have their own systems of governance 
and management, which were codified 
in Spanish laws (such as the Law of 
the Indies) and plans for settlements 
in the colonies.  In some of the rural 
areas, acequias were the only form 
local government. 

Main saquiyya

From report “Documentary Study on models of 
traditional irrigation systems and methods of water 
harvesting in Hadramout and Shabwah governates, 

Yemen” Baquhaizel and Saeed, 2011 reprint

“Saquiyya” in Morocco.  Photo Courtesy 
of Estevan Arellano



Acequias in the Valle de Allende, Chihuahua, Mexico

• Valle de Allende was the 
“Ellis Island” for those 
going to settle in the 
northern provinces of the 
Spanish colonies.

• Acequias and water were 
managed by “water 
bosses:” in Yemen by the 
Ma’yaan, in Spain by the 
Cequier and in New Mexico 
by the Mayordomo. In NM. 
they are, additionally, 
managed through Acequia
Associations or larger 
Conservancy and 
Irrigation districts.

Photos courtesy of Estevan Arellano



New Mexico Acequias – Embudo, NM.

Water is diverted from rivers and 
streams to the acequia madre (main 
ditch) through a “presa” (dam) and 

“compuertas” (headgates)

Photos by: Yasmeen Najmi, MRGCD



“Zoning” under the Spanish Crown
traditional long lots are still present today and insured 

that landowners had access to the acequia



New Mexico Acequias – Embudo, NM. area

Acequia irrigation has 
been critical to the 

food security of New 
Mexicans for centuries

Photos courtesy of Estevan Arellano



And are culturally, historically and biologically significant landscapes

Photos courtesy of Estevan Arellano



Establishment of the MRGCD required the incorporation of
70 independent acequias diverting from the Rio Grande

Establishment of the MRGCD required the incorporation of
70 independent acequias diverting from the Rio Grande

Photo courtesy of MRGCD



Major changes in land use in Northern New Mexico and locally in 
the late 1800s changed the Middle Rio Grande valley

Rio Grande at Isleta Highway Bridge, 1931

Photo Courtesy of MRGCD



Drainage and Flood control - life below the Rio Grande

Photo taken in 1928 
at 1306 Rio Grande  
NW (just N of I-40)  

At that time, 70% of 
the valley was 

waterlogged and 
unusable.  MRGCD 

drainage works 
have allowed the 
Valley to flourish. 

Most residents today 
do not realize that 

downtown 
Albuquerque is 13 

feet below the river!

Photo courtesy of MRGCD



Gun Club Lake south of Albuquerque, 1930

Photo courtesy of MRGCD

Large portions of the Middle Rio Grande Valley 
became alkali swamps



And even if you could irrigate your property…

Heading of the Los Chavez Acequia at the Rio Grande, 1930

Photo Courtesy of MRGCD



The Original Mission of the 
Conservancy District

Drainage
Flood Control

Irrigation

Photos courtesy of MRGCD



EL VADO  DAM
On the Rio Chama - For water storage

COCHITI DAM

ANGOSTURA Diversion Weir

ISLETA Diversion Weir

SAN ACACIA Diversion Weir

Bosque del Apache Refuge



The ditches and drains are an extension of the Rio Grande 
forming a green network throughout the Middle Valley

Schematic of an MRGCD Division 
by: Kent Blair



• Encompasses 277,760 acres total/ 434 mi2  / 150 river miles
• 834 miles of canals, laterals, acequias
• 404 miles of interior and riverside drains
• Over 10,000 irrigators, including both small “urban” and 

large commercial farmers
• Approximately 70,000 acres under irrigation
• Serves the lands of the six Middle Rio Grande Pueblos
• Owns and manages 30,000 acres of Bosque, including the 

majority of the Rio Grande Valley State Park in Bernalillo 
County and all of the Corrales bosque

• Annual Operating Budget:  approximately 20 million dollars
• 200 full time Employees 

Some Facts about the MRGCD



MRGCD Construction 1930s

El Vado Dam Canal in Lemitar

Canal in 
Albuquerque

Photos courtesy of MRGCD



Current Issues facing the MRGCD

• Urbanization
• Flood control levee re-construction

• Bosque management
• Endangered species
• Water conservation

• Water management and water rights



Going, Going, Gone …?

Bosque Farms 1974

Bosque Farms 1991

Photos courtesy of MRGCD



Urbanization impacts

Photos courtesy of MRGCD



Bridge Street, Albuquerque
April 21, 1960

Bridge Street, Albuquerque
May 11, 1972

“Evolution” of the Bosque

Photos courtesy of the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation

Jetty jack lines 
installed for flood 

control



Endangered Species

• The MRGCD uses its water conveyance system to convey Federal 
water for the Rio Grande silvery minnow 

• MRGCD works help keep Rio Grande wet during dry periods 
• Return flows provide habitat at strategic locations
• Endangered Species Collaborative Program implements habitat 

restoration and other recovery actions

Rio Grande silvery minnow
Hybognathus amarus

Southwestern willow flycatcher
Empidonax trailii extimus



Silvery minnow habitat at Drain outfalls
Belen reach

Photos courtesy of MRGCD



Albuquerque West Levee Project-South Valley
Re-construction of original MRGCD spoil-bank levee 

Approximate cost $6 million

Photo courtesy of MRGCD



Bosque Management

• Protect and preserve 30,000 acres of bosque
• Preventing & managing wildfires 

• Removing non-native plants and restoring 
native plant communities

• Improving wildlife habitat
• Managing public access and use

• Research and cooperative management



Solution?  Landscape diversity will 
conserve water and reduce fire effects.

300 ac Tamarisk Salt grass+

Cottonwood+3. Tamarisk 

New Rio Grande channel

Old channel

The “Mosaic”

Photos courtesy of Bosque del Apache National 
Wildlife Refuge



A diverse landscape is more resilient to droughts and catastrophic fires



Water Management & 
Water Rights

Conservancy District rights = 298,399.4 acre feet (af)
– Permits from the State Engineer

– Pueblo Prior and Paramount rights (8847 acres)
– 20,900 acre feet from San Juan Chama Project



Water Conservation
MRGCD efficiency improvements began in 1997 in response to drought, 

urbanization, endangered species issues and increased awareness of water supply. 

Components include:

Measurement

Telemetry

Lining

SCADA

Automation



The amount of water used by crops stays essentially constant.  Efficiency from reduced 
loss and less return flow assists NM. to meet its Rio Grande Compact obligations.  

The end result: A much more efficient MRGCD



MRGCD water and water rights support productive agriculture

Photos courtesy of MRGCD



Middle Valley crops put water to Beneficial Use.

Photos courtesy of MRGCD



In the midst of a modern urban environment, agriculture provides
recreation, wildlife benefits, and local food options

Photos courtesy of MRGCD



Valley Edibles 
(Some traditional foods and herbs supported by acequia irrigation and the bosque)

Quelites

(Lamb’s quarters)
Verdolagas
(Purslane)

Yerba de Mansa

Cocklebur Wild Asparagus



Valley Edibles

Cattails
Indian ricegrass Wolfberry

Four wing saltbush Ribes (Golden current) New Mexico olive



Our system of waterways makes this place what it is –
special!

Riverside drain, photo courtesy of MRGCD



Duranes Acequia, photo by Yasmeen Najmi



Acequia of Lights event, Atrisco Acequia
photo by Deanna Nichols



Thank you 
for listening!

Pajarito Acequia, photo by Yasmeen Najmi


